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Summary: 

During the period 1-8-76 to 31-7-79, we studied 

theoretical models as well as experimental techniques 

for "inclusive reactions" in various proceedings and 

review articles. The special emphasis has been on the 

reactions P -0-P 	p 4-x,. and 	 d,+-x . It is 

hoped that study of tha current literature on this 

topic will enahle us to propose a model for such 

reactions. During this period, some theoretical models 

for inclusive reactios have been proposed. 	noticed 

that for initiating the work on a specific research 

problem, it was necessary to examine the experimental 

techniques as well. The proceedings, review articles 

and books have been studied with the aforementioned 

reactions in view. 

Detailed Report  

This research project was started in August 1976. 

At that time our field of interest was Exclusive Reactions. 

When we started scanning the literature on Inclusive 

Reactions, it was realised that enormous work had been 

done in this field which was expandilg at a very rapid 

rate. During the first year ''e concentrated on Gribov is-

reggeon calculus and study of literature on inclusive 

reaction. During the second year we continued to survey 

the literature as described below. le have, inter alia, 



stUdied the following revi-w articles. 

1. Phenomenology of Inclusive reactions by E.L.Berger. 

2. Inclusive processes at Hiah Energy by V.Exhsla et al. 

3. Lectures on Inclusive Reactions by R.C.Arnold. 

4. Particle Production in Hadron Physics by S.Humhle. 

Regge Phenomenology of Incl usive Reactions 	Chan. 

6. Reggeon Calculus by Baker. 

7. /ntror'uction to Particle Production in Hadron 
Physir:s Py S.Hum'le. 

We studied in detail the dynamics underlying inclusive 

reactions as well es the expe-imental technimues. 

Remembering that the silf-le particle distribution Is 

a function of three voriahles, say, s, ci ro we analysed 

the variation of distributions with s. '21e also considered 

the variation of distributions with a and r for fixed s. 

Benecke o  Chou, Yang and Yen consider eith ,r the Laboratory 

or projectile rest frame. For example, in the laboratory 

frame, their limiting frp.gmentation hypothesis is that 

(spg 	
fr) approaches an asymptotic limit for large s l i.e, 

fd(  pci7,,r) 
 

provided II-  is held firmed as 

A 	L  

bfC Cfr  3  1.) 

4-9.co,Since initially the 

(l) 

target particle b is at rest in this frame, while the 

beam particle (projectile a) has a momentum increasing 

with s o  they consider such detected particles c with 

finite momentum q as representinn fraaments of the 
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A 
target particle. That is to say, fe.  

L 
r) reflects 

the break—up of the target particle b and is independent 

of the projectile except 17 determining an overall 

normalization factor. A handy notation for this proeess 

is given by 

which mePns the fr=gm-ntation of b into a particle c 

under the impact of particle a. A similar statement 

to (1) holds in the projectile rest frame;  i e. for 

the process 	
v 

 

r 
k 

s 14/),, 
(2 ) 

when q is held fixed as./1-40. The extension of this 

limiting fragmentation hypothesis to the case of two 

and more—particle distributions is immediate. 

The intuitive argument for the limiting 

fragmentation hypothesis is based on the geometrical 

(droplet) picture for diffractive scattering considered 

by !ta and Yang, Byers and Yang and Chou and Yang. In 

this model the two colliding particles are interpreted 

as two spatially extended objects. As the energy 

increases, the orojectile undergoes increasing Lorentz 

contraction as seen by the target, i e. in the Lab. 

frame. Ho—ever, it is =lso observed that in the case of 
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elastic scattering dcr 7-cft and therefore •also cr 

?s Welr'as 	"ael5arently all approach asymptotically 
tat 

constait values. Hence, whatever the dynamical mechanism — —  

which controls and transfers momentum and quantum numbers 

between the matter in_the projectile and the matter im the 

target, it does not seem to chancre appreciably as the 

energy increases and-the projectile is still further 

- conTI-acted. In the same way, it is ardued, one micht 

expect the excitation and break—up of_.  the tercet also 

to_be asymptotically indPpendent of the energy, and 

therefore that the single— and many—particle distributions 

al3PAIDe-ch limtting values. 

During the last few years. ISR and-FNAL-have 

been producing 'very interetTin7— rs-ults- from 

there has been considerable progTess-in.undarstandina 

the high—eiiergy properties and the underlying.regularities 

of diffraction mechanisms. A number of experiments are 

being perforeed to investigate in detail-in, eaSi—end 

four—momentum transfer dependence of the inclusive- 
_ 

 
cross—sections as well as the production_ ala decay 

properties of specific final states throughout the 

ISR energy range. A rather substantial amount of data on 

double diffractive processes, which were unambiguously 

____• 
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ui Wit new tothiS 

td study the dynamical properties shared by diE0j76,i+ 

cu'sse `s of Aiifia6tive 	 th6 framework 

of intAtiOaitiCi6 i.ea6tidni difftact1 n cJiassooiatidn ti 

iinnwn to play a (jathihnnt role in the high=energY 

of nz'!."pn -c'jV C8iiiiiahil 	 td file 

a'i/4:a44 	it each 	 41e8t.'etid61 44.*8tAil 

reactions). ipth= 

oiiit 

	

	 aaha4Fx4tAhh in Aaatlatiat* 

a,d 30 Ont To cons id pr tiihaamentai 

Whi'bh 	be relevant to the 	 pitttkte 

N9. 
	bi the ;444 l‘iO4i-=4.64 	 we "note tiie f6i1-604ng 

a) Tire % .8ref)ei4ei-i 

in . exCI,Aiiie 	 in 

of 

f6T isobar %tat'esy 

b) the ihas da-Oen-de-e of the iht1.0%1 	Ai#1-attiV4 

ta%Ve%: 

Z) 	Th41 

Yn particular do ih.Vai.i .elt mass  

i-e.e'Oh -a l'irOtinc- behaviour With increasing s as 

`spectra in the ft3Omentatibh region do?? 
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d)  The slope-mass correlation and shrinking phenomena 

as possible universal properties of diffraction. 

e) The relevance of impact-paramet-r models in 

descrihina st-mctures in the differential cross-

sections and the mass depend:nce of the helici+y-

flip amplites. 

f) The dynFmic,.1 connections bet,,een single aid 

double diffrnctiol. In particular, is factorization 

ar4,..c,uate ti describe also the behaviour 	f 

differential cross-sections? 

It has been known for some time that 

inclusive pp scatt.ring at hiah energy is characterized 

by a large auasi-elastic peak associated ,rith the 

diffractive production of high-mass states. It also 

appears that the mean mass of the diffractive peak and 

the multiplicty are correlated, the dominant contribution 

occuring for the two and four-prong events. 

It is interesting to ask what we c an learn 

from the frenuency distribution of the different topologies 

and from the energy, mass and momentum transfer dependeices 

of the process on t Le dynamics of diffraction. 

The Pisa-Stony Brook 47T-hodoscope counter 

system at the ISR "as olaced in coincidence with the 

CERN-Roma small-angle magnetic spectrometer, which accepts 
0 

necative particles and neutrons at essentially 0 with 
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0.4<x <0.8. 	The Colla b oration studied the semi-inclusive 

reaction 	 71 

77= 

K 	+ n charged tracks, 

k 
measuring rapidity correlations and ass,-iated mu'ti-

plicities as a function of the detected particle and 

its reduced longitudinal momentum. 

The trigner, hick selected interactions 

conteinino a hi7h-momentum particle noino in the direction 

of one of the incident protons, provides a sample of typical 

• diffractive-like interatio's. 

Figure shows the multiplicity distributions 

associated with a Tr, K , p, or n, the latter selected 

in different x inte-vals. A peak is observed at n = 2 
ch 

when a neutron is detected; the peak becomes more 

prominent at high x. Similarly a peak is present for 

n 	= 4 when the detected particle is a Tr. Smooth 
ch 

dist7ibutions are obtained if the repuirement of the 

"leadinc," particle is removed from the trigger. A possible 

explanation of the peaks is in terms of a process of 

the type : 

+ C 

4n77-  , PT777- 	K— p 

where C indicates a cluster of particles. These "leading" 

clusters have the same charge and baryonic number as the 
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incomin:; protons and are typical of low-multiplicity 

events. For neutrons with n 	= 2 end Tr with n 	= 4,  
ch 	 ch 

effective clustr masses peaki-g arouad 1.5 CeV and 

mass-correlated slopes were observed which are suggestive 

of diffractive excitation, 	kaons and antiprotons being 

produced in more control collisi ns with high.-r multiplicities. 

Measurements of diffractive excitation of 

protons are reported 	two aroups at FNAL using the 

2 
mission-moss oporoach Precision measurements of M and t 

X 
were possi*le 	using arrays of s ,Ud-stte detectors for 

the slow rec-,i1 orntans. The results c.-1 he d'“ided, far 

ease o,' comparison,. into two general classes; the low-mass 
2 	 2 

or resonance reciion, typically M 	4... 	4 	(GeV) , and 
X 	 2 

the higher-mass interval extending up to about 50 (GeV) 

(or r..yughly 0.1s). 

In the resonance region the Dubna-FNAL-

Rockefeller-Rochczster Collaboration carried out measurements 

on the internal jet target, both on hydrogen and on deuterium. 

In. the latter case, by observing the recoil deuteron, 

they isolate the pure isoscalar exc'ange cannon ,nt in 

the Proton excitation. The missing-macs spectra for the 

section 

P 	 + X 
	

( 

for 0.010t1 < 0.05 and P 	= 175, 260 and 400 0eV/c 

(p 	= p 	) shoe' that t he cross-sections at fixed t appears 
L 	1.7b 	 2 	 2 

rather coo cy-inc,:p-dent; a sharp peak at 	1. GeV 
X 
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falls very rapidly as It' 
	

increases. Breit--i-ner fits 

isol7te a N(1400) whose difce7ential cross-section is 

in p,od ioreement -ith lower-:e nergy 

A more cemnlex strIicture is seen in the reacti-an 

p 	d 	+ X 	 '4 ) 
2 

oving to the excellent mass resniutinn,LIPA 
	

= 0.07 (GeV) 

on the aver77e. The price to pay for ',sing tine deutrcn 

as 7 t:'.r7et lies in the cemplic:tion of the deuteron form 

f7.ctor. The elF,stic pd t-,distrition is d7.mped  

f-ctor exp (-40 Iti 	) which contains the deuteron form 

f-ctor, the nucleon-nucleon slope, and a small Gl:uber_ 

contrihutioi. 

In order to o'ct.-, in the proton-nucleon cross-

section it is assumed th,t the dcutcron inelastic cross-

section factorizes in the same way as te elastic: 

d 0- 	P 	 g-)[ 	0„i z P +. P X Pij Fc6( 

	

F ( P 	— 	P 	2 c-qt+6,23t2 

	

L 	
(7'b 

/ 

	

t) 

This - fnctori7ation hypothesis is successfully tested 

by comporin- the pd results at P = 180 and 275 GeV/c 
L 

with correspondin.:,  data on p + pip + X at the same t. 

At ..7oth energies the agreement is very -ood. 

If back77round is t-. ken into account, the 

general prope-ties of the cross-sections choloe very 

little between 20 - d 1)0 GeV : structures appear at 
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2 	 2 	2 	 2 
Ito 	= 1.9 GeV and M 	= 2.8 GeV 	probably to be 
X 	 X 
identified with the N(1400), N(1688) p - ks. 

2 

X 

with no si.-n of the turn over at least down to 	 0.03 
2 	 2 

(GeV/c) . The slope parameter, b(M ), seems to be a function 
2 	 X 

only of M 	indepaldent 	p 
X 

In the r•asonance region h(M ) fnlls very rapidly 
—2 	 X 	 —2 

from,. 20 (GeV/c) 	to the average vnlue of 7.1 + 0.5 (GeV/c) ; 

the slope for the N (1400) bump is comparable to the 

value b = 16.1 + 2.7 of reaction (3 ). 

In general, pp and pd data display very 

similar features ncit'- in the mass spectra and in the 

slope—mass dependence and compare very well with results 

at laboratory momenta below 30 GeV/c. By inteTrating 

the differential cross—sections we get estimates of the 

total production -ross—section fcr the N(1400) bump. 

The compariscn with lower enrny data is consistent with 

a small energy d--nde ,ce. 

hhotepamos 

53 Ci•V 

Th ,  t—distributions for fixed M are exponential 

nce 



We also studied in detail 

the tripple Regge behaviour for inclusive reactions. In the fragmentation 

region 	3, with a fixed M2  and s --  oo we would expect Regge 

behaviour as 

	

A 02,3x) 	y ( t) e  (*) f.t )  
,3 	2h/ 	t 	9(e  

-t.77"9.
t
(t) 

where 
	 f(t) = 	

77".c t) 
	

(2) 

is the signature factor. If we insert (1) into the optical theorem, viz. 

1 
2 , 

	

1 	J 

	

f (P • 	= 	

' -x- 

1 	3  ' 	
. Je. LA (i ' 2 3 —', / 2  - 3 	-- Di -- -- 	r(t) y

3 
 (. -t) 

/ 3 	/ 	 D,i 
Aiz 	 JJ 

.-x- 	oe (t)1-.() 

. 

	

(t) 	(t g -er-361t)L  
ey 	

' 	d  

	

X DiJG 	A (i,z---,,,) 2; t, 112; Sz,--- c 4 	.C3) 
m2  ( 

where A(i2-÷ j2) is the Reggeon-particle scattering amplitude. 

Not ifs 	MA' >> t>7 ni then 

14,3  142 	Ale 9/tt3 Vtzm 

and for M2-360 we can put 

ij, 
Disc irti(t:2- --)d4)1 =  	(°) 	( t o) 	

N12 )o<K(0) 

A412' K 

we get 

m 
	 Z 2, (Li) 

5.) 

giving 
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ral.i 

;4 tt)-; ,(t) 	 , „A: o./ 

	

NfR)(t)(t,----jizt 	r,z,Z o) )1  (tic) („. 	) c: 	, 
c (t 	tt  

 Mz 
 0<,( — 	_ 

(t) 

	

Reggeons i, j have mass t == (p 	p )
2 but k has mass t = o 

3 	 2,Z1 

since the optical theorem is for forward scattering. All the couplings 
6 d ,i< 

and signature factors have been incorporated into G 	(t), 

This expression is valid in the so-called 'triple-Regge' 

limit  when M2  and s/M2____,. oo. However, this is really a misnomer 

because, s/U2  gives the angle between the planes containing 13 and 

(6) 

A 23, and letting this angle tend to infinity is really a helicity limit. 

However, the leading helicity pole occurs at A =fxso the fact that we 

\are taking A mixed Regge-helicity pole limit in (6) does not make any 

difference to the formula to leading order in U2. 

We know that s/42-÷ oo implies that x---> 1  
3 	3 	3 enci.x.. 

so this triple-Regge region is only a small part of the x 3  or y
3  

plot near the kinematical limit. Clearly (6) can only be applied 

for large s since if we suppose that we need U Is > 10, and 
2  

10 for the Regge expansion to be valid, with so  se 1 GeV2  

this means 4>1C0 GeV2. 

Equation (6) can be .rewritten 

d, 	A (0)— ot.e (t)-0=
4
.Lt)  	6(Kt-°) 

(t)(i-x)K 	
( -7) 

13-4  

and if U2  is sufficiently large that only P is needed in the sum 

over K, and if the leading i and j trajectory with the quantum 

numbers of 13 is denoted by i, then 



P 	P 	2-- (t)-/ 
y3(t)1

2 	2 
/1".  (t) 	YL4(°) 	( tic /  

( 	) 

gives 

P, I'  
G. 

P 
 (t)( 2,) 	P  
PP, P 

t- 

-13- 

270t) — / 
r: 

) 
/1"1 

1-2y.. it) 
(I -X) 	c  (c) 

sof 	is a function of x, or M2  /s, only, which again corresponds 

to Feynman scaling. And by looking at the s variation at fixed 

or the M2 variation at fixed s, for different values of t, one can 

determine oeL(t) directly. 

Rather comprehensive sets cf fits of (6) to the high 

energy data have been made by Roy and Roberts and Field and Fox. 

In pp _÷p X, since 13 = pp has the quantum numbers of the vacuum 

the leading term will be the triple-Fameron term 

PPP 	 pP p 	zo«t) 

, 4) = 	( t)(J_ 	P 	/142,  (7cp,(0)-z ,2(-( t 

( .4 G
P 40 ) 

which with o< (t) 	1+ a/(t) 

PPP 

or, also from (6), 
?P P 

t.2"Cr 	GP P, 

4.4 77" 2" 0  

The secondary terms come from replacing 1,j,k by R, where 

/oe 
(At9

*Z 
 P 

R(t) 	o - 04/  t 

Where for example 

so we can write 
PPP RR 	PPR ERR R f-f + f, 	r ( /2) 

RR ,U 
fi 

R, P 
( t ) 

PPP k 

R R, P 
(t)( 

"Pi  p 

) 

20Rc- (t) 	o< (0 	c4_2, (t) 

O 
) P  40  

Zoe (t) 
R 

1v12-)  
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The terms in (12) all have i=j. There could also be cross terms  

like f 	which are usually neglected. 

Clearly, by taking different types of particle for 3 

one can examine a wide range of quantum numbers for i = 13: charge 

exchange, strangeness exchange, baryon exchange, etc. Sc far, only 

a limited amount of data is available but some fits have been made. 

Though the method is only directly applicable for s> 10C 

GeV2  we can extend it to lower values using duality arguments. Thus at 

low M
2 we can expect resonances (r) to be produced which viii be dual 

to 	X (k = R) in the i2 	amplitudue. So We expect for i = j in 

Z
)  (

0) 2,•)(c

( t 
) 

,4.)c 

Act)) f 
Og„) Z- R 

/14  ) 	 e 	 ito 

for linear trajectories. This tells us how the differential cross-section 

in the two-body process 1 + 2-,3+ X should vary with Mx  at fixed sr 

it should broaden in t as M increases. This tripie-Regye behaviour 

constrains quasi-the-.body scattering as well. 
C/3 

In the triple -Regge fits to pp._ p X it 	found that, 
P 

for small t, G AP 
P 	

(t) 	G 	(t) but both are non-zero for t = C. 

The precise value depends on the assumptions made about the secondary 

terms, but there is now fairly general agreement about this result. 
P 

Since .). (t) 	is known from fits to the pp differential cross— Pp 	?pp 
section this gives 	(t, c) directly. Then if at a given fixed value 

of t we take out the factors 	(t) ;(t) 
"Pt9  ' 	)p 	 7/144 
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corresponding to the couplings and propagators of the Reggeons 

i,j the remainder gives (from (5)) and the optical theorems 

z 	 K 	i913 	2 0( (0) - 
cr- 	M 	 y210) 	(t, 6.) 	/) 

	 p 
PF 

(where we have taken s, / M2 as the flux factor) which is the 

total cross-section for Pomeron-proton scattering as a function 

of 'energy', M, and the (mass)2 of the Pomeron, t. This leads 

	

to the result that at large MF 	I nib for t40. Compared 

with ai2F = 40 mb this shows that the triple-Pomeron 

PP, P 

	

coupling y 	(,0,0) — 2- y ( 0) so Pomerons couple much more 
tic 

pp 

weakly to themselves than they do to other particles. But the 

coupling is not zero. 

This raises a rather difficult point about the self- 

consistency of P exchange. The diffractive cress.section for 1+2.-÷3+X 

(with i = P) is, from (6) : 

P/7 P 

ct 2 0— 

	

/3(
t) 	ok

p
f t ) -2 iviz 0(

1,(0
)...z 0.c

p
t) 

	

( 	) 	 ) 	 (/6) 

	

~Ct t,--0/21 	/6 rr,'` 

So if we puto
p
) 

is given by 

cx
0 	

a
/ 

P 
t 

P  
the total diffractive contribution 

.-7 jo‘P-2 f 

,(a 1clt G- 7PP (t) 
/2 	4617-2 ,r(1,- 

(17) 

The boundary M2 :=4 is where x = 1, and6 marks the lower limit 

below which the triple-Regge approximation breaks down. Then 
P 	at putting say &.

?If 
It) 	e 	for simplicity 

13,Z 
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D
( )) = 	 

G ,J 

i• /6 0--) 	p 1 , 
/ / 1,1 2,11 

if c<t)K1 
0 

. But if -< = 1, using .7.1* 	J ( 4 	A - ) 

we find - 
I  cr (4) o< 	(  74- 	 1_,"J 

12. 	 p 	 CI_ 
J) 	(2o) 

Though this behaviour is compatible with the Froissart bound there 
0 

is evidently an inconsistency because 0‹ = 1 gives 

C 	 — 0 ((Li );  

and clearly we must have cr-(,)) cc 07 (,J) 	as a 	oo. 
iz 	/2 	t4-7t 

Indeed no ordinary Regge singularity can give Cr — log (logs). 
?P,P 

On the other hand if G (L) vanished at t 	0, for example 
I 3,2 

PP, p 
(t) = (—t) 

say, then (17) would give 

Caf 
Cr 	( 71) 

/2 

4 cliv12" 

".° le (Mb)"`; 	q-20cr  &-T( rt!„12,))4  

ccy,,2,L,,,t— 0( (lc-4)) 

2 	
p 
 (cc 	

P 
L ./J) 

(20 

which would be compatible with P dominance. This problem, 

first noted in the context of the multi-peripheral model 

by Finkelstein and Kajantie has been re-examined by many 

authors. We intend to study this problem further. 


